Accessibility in Microsoft 365

Accessibility Support for Microsoft 365

- About Accessibility in Office 365
- Microsoft Accessibility Conformance Reports
- Office Accessibility Center
- Accessibility Checker (For Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and other Microsoft productivity tools)
- Vision
- Hearing
- Neurodiversity
- Learning
- Mobility
- Mental Health

Accessibility for Individual Microsoft 365 Apps

Word

- Accessibility support for Word in Android
- Accessibility support for Word in iOS
- Accessibility support for Word in Mac
- Accessibility Support for Word in Windows
- Accessibility support for Word in Windows 10 app
- Accessibility support for Word Online
- Improve Accessibility and Ease of Use in Word

Excel

- Accessibility support for Excel in Android
- Accessibility support for Excel in iOS
- Accessibility support for Excel in macOS
- Accessibility Support for Excel in Windows
- Accessibility support for Excel in Windows 10 app
- Accessibility support for Excel Online

PowerPoint

- Accessibility support for PowerPoint in Android
- Accessibility support for PowerPoint in iOS
- Accessibility support for PowerPoint in macOS
- Accessibility Support for PowerPoint in Windows
- Accessibility support for PowerPoint in Windows 10 app
- Accessibility support for PowerPoint Online

Outlook

- Accessibility Support for Outlook in Android
- Accessibility Support for Outlook in iOS
- Accessibility Support for Outlook in macOS
- Accessibility Support for Outlook in Outlook Web App
- Accessibility Support for Outlook in Windows

Teams

- Accessibility Support for Microsoft Teams
- Keyboard Shortcuts for Microsoft Teams
- Using Teams with a screen reader
- Microsoft Disability Answer Desk
- Use Live Captions in a Teams Meeting

The desktop or mobile app version of Microsoft Teams is recommended over the web version. The web version may be difficult to navigate with a screen reader.

Microsoft Forms

- Accessibility Support for Microsoft Forms
Translation

- Translate text into a different language using Microsoft 365

Need more help? Contact the ITS Service Desk.